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Automating First- and Second-order  
Monte Carlo Simulations for  

Markov Models in TreeAge Pro 

Benjamin P. Geisler, M.D., M.P.H. 
United States of America 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Note 
This chapter draws heavily from a journal article (Geisler et al., 2009). The method described 
in there formed the basis for this book chapter and has been extended since. 

1.2 Markov models 
Markov models enable stochastic evaluation of linear and also non-linear decision problems 
that might otherwise be difficult to evaluate.  
Named after the Russian mathematician Andrey Andreyevich Markov (1856-1922), Markov 
models enjoy a widespread appreciation in engineering, medicine, and other applied 
scientific disciplines. 
For example, one application of this modelling approach lies in health technology assessment 
which aims to “forecast” clinical and economic consequences of adopting new diagnostic or 
treatment strategies. In this area, Markov models are typically used to estimate the long-
term cost-effectiveness analysis of new medical interventions, i.e., weighing the incremental 
costs of a given intervention with its potential incremental health outcomes, and comparing 
their ratio to other incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (Weinstein & Stason, 1977). 
However, Markov models are also useful to 
a. combine input parameters from different sources: short-term experimental studies (e.g., 

randomized controlled trials) with long-term observational studies, diagnostic with 
treatment strategies, costs with duration and quality-adjustment of life time, or any 
combination of these; 

b. extrapolate results to a longer time horizon, if possible ideally to lifetime; 
c. transfer or transpose data to a different patient cohort (e.g., a cohort with different 

baseline characteristics, a different compliance or adherence, or an important subgroup), 
to a different epidemiological situation (i.e., apply the model to other populations with 
other incidences and/or prevalences), to a different health care provider (who might 
follow a different standard of care), to a different payor (who might have different 
formula), or even to a different country or region. 

Within a Markov model, often dubbed “state transition model”, the probability to be in one 
of the so-called Markov states always add up to one. The probability of changing states – or 
remaining in the same state, for that matter – depends in the classical Markov model solely 
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on the present state (Markovian property). This strict property can, however, be relaxed. 
Information can be maintained by “tracking” events as values in variables (tracking 
variables). Therefore, discrete events can be used to calculate state transition probabilities or 
rewards. The latter are used, for example, to calculate costs of health outcomes. 

1.3 Monte Carlo simulations 
As explained in more detail in other chapters of this book, there are two types of Monte 

Carlo simulations: first-order Monte Carlo simulations (sometimes referred to as “trials” 

or “microsimulations”) and second-order Monte Carlo simulations. These simulations 

both represent uncertainty that is not addressed in deterministic analysis (i.e., 

deterministic analysis does not use probabilities for parameters, just point estimates). 

However, first- and second-order Monte Carlo simulations represent different types of 

uncertainties that are consequently used for different purposes. 

Second-order Monte Carlo simulation addresses parameter-uncertainty. A typical application 

in health care modelling is probabilistic sensitivity analysis of cost-effectiveness models. 

Probabilistic sensitivity analysis assesses the “joint effect of parameter uncertainty” (Briggs 

et al., 2002) on the result of the model, i.e. when randomly drawing from all distributions 

simultaneously. In cost-effectiveness analysis, the thus computed incremental costs and 

health outcomes are most commonly plotted on an X-Y scatter plot. Another very common 

depiction of the results of a probabilistic sensitivity analysis are cost-effectiveness 

acceptability curves where the “willingness to pay” (e.g., in dollars per quality-adjusted life 

year) is plotted against the proportion of runs that resulted in incremental cost-effectiveness 

ratios below this willingness to pay (Fenwick et al., 2004). 

First-order Monte Carlo simulation addresses stochastic uncertainty. Their application is 

less straightforward. 

However, in a more relevant application, first-order Monte Carlo simulations employing 

“tracker variables” enable one to overcome the Markov property. Another way to do this 

would be to save information by increasing the number of health states. However, “state 

explosion” makes model-building more prone to errors. Tracker variables offer an attractive 

way to incorporate discrete events into Markov models. 

Moreover, first-order Monte Carlo simulations might be an interesting way to reflect 

heterogeneity in patient populations, a desirable goal. 

Stochastic uncertainty from a practical point of view is considered “random noise from a 

decision maker’s point of view” but, as a means to an end, “can be overcome by increasing 

the sample size of the microsimulation” (Weinstein, 2006) to achieve the above stated goals. 

The use of first-order Monte Carlo simulations in decision-analytic modelling has constantly 

increased over time (Hunink et al., 2001). This is largely due to the fact that drastically 

increased computer power has made it possible to perform microsimulations in reasonable 

amounts of time.  

However, with a standard modelling package such as TreeAge ProTM, it can be difficult to 

perform multiple deterministic sensitivity analyses in model requiring first-order Monte 

Carlo simulations, since each single data point requires another microsimulation to be 

performed, and thus huge investments of time have to be spared by the researcher. The goal 

of this chapter is therefore to identify ways to automate deterministic one-way sensitivity 

analysis of models requiring the use of first-order Monte Carlo simulations. 
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1.4 TreeAge Pro
TM

 
Formerly named DATA Pro, TreeAge ProTM (TreeAge Software, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) is 
popular modelling software capable of computing expected values of Markov models as 
well as deterministic sensitivity, threshold and probabilistic sensitivity analysis via second-
order Monte Carlo simulation. TreeAge ProTM is also able to run microsimulations via first-
order Monte Carlo simulation. Advanced value-of-information analysis features in TreeAge 
include expected value of partially perfect information analysis via two stacked second-
order Monte Carlo simulations. 
While value-of-information analysis based on microsimulation models can be run “out of 
the box” in three-dimensional models, it is not possible to run simple deterministic 
sensitivity analysis on models requiring microsimulations in TreeAge ProTM. 
A relatively new analysis type, cost-effectiveness sensitivity curves, requires repeated runs 
of second-order Monte Carlo simulations (O’Day et al., 2010). This is also not natively 
supported by TreeAge ProTM. 

1.5 Chapter objectives 
This chapter will explain the techniques to automatically run Monte Carlo simulations, in 
TreeAge Pro, which potentially saves decision scientists valuable time and energy. The text 
will provide the open-source codes for Excel®- and Visual Basic®-based interfaces to run 
these analyses as well as to adapt and develop them further. 

2. General materials and methods 

2.1 Object-oriented programming 
In general, the goals of Object-Oriented Programming are (1) to re-use programs and sub-
programs; and (2) to ease the use by allowing programs to be accessed by other programs. 
In Object-Oriented Programming, objects are defined classes, methods, or other “building 
blocks”. That means that objects can initiated and reused by other objects (created, accessed 
by other programs). Objects have certain behaviours (the things it can do, or features), and 
objects will have certain characteristics (attributes, fields, parameters, data, or properties). 
They can exist in a certain hierarchy where a daughter instance “inherits” all objects from 
the mother instance. This again eases the use of the coder as he/she does only need to define 
objects once and for all. 

2.2 TreeAgeProLib 
TreeAge ProTM features graphical user interface, TreeAge ProTM as we know it. However, 
starting with version 2007, TreeAge ProTM also includes an object or “scripting” interface 
which provides access from other programs. 
TreeAge Pro Suite/Excel installs an “add-in” to Excel that adds TreeAge ProTM objects to be 
accessed by Excel (see below for preparations in Excel® and Visual Basic®). 
“TreeAgeProLib” is an object library that implements a standard COM interface to create 
and access TreeAge ProTM objects in any program, script, or macro can create or access 
TreeAge ProTM objects through this interface. 
An object interface enables automating of tasks that are common, repetitive, and time-
consuming, e.g., (re)setting a tree‘s variables from outside TreeAge ProTM, automatically 
running a set of analyses, or automatically exporting results. The object interfaces integrates 
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TreeAge ProTM functions into other systems or applications like Excel® via Visual Basic®, 
into websites (via Microsoft®‘s .ASP technology), or into models programmed for examples 
in C++. 
The object browser is included in the Microsoft Visual Basic® for Excel® editor and shows 
object properties and methods. The objects available can be browsed in Visual Basic® by 
choosing Object Browser from the “View” menu or by simply pressing <F2>. After choosing 
the TreeAgeProLib, one can browse as well as search all objects and see descriptions and 
syntaxes (please see Figure 1). 
 

 

Fig. 1. Browsing objects from TreeAgeProLib object library in Visual Basic® 

2.3 Software requirements 
The object interface requires the Excel® Module (included in Tree Age ProTM Excel and Tree 
Age ProTM Suite). Tree Age ProTM Suite 2009 includes both the Healthcare and the Excel® 
packages which are necessary for our purposes. All analyses have been conducted in 
TreeAge Pro™ Suite 2009 (from now on simply referred to as TreeAge Pro). The model will 
also open and the Visual Basic®/Excel® interface will function in earlier versions. This has 
been successfully tested in TreeAge Pro™ 2007 and 2008. However, the interface will not 
work with adaptations in the soon-to-be-released TreeAge Pro™ 2011. The reason for this is 
that TreeAge Pro™ 2011 uses a completely different platform, ECLIPSE™ integrated 
development environment, based on the programming language Java. 
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2.4 Preparations in Excel® and Visual Basic® 
Please note that Excel® needs to be able to execute macros. You can tell Excel® whether is 
shall accept macros at Tools > Options > Security > Macro security. In order to execute our 
macro, you need to put the macro security level to medium (or low). You will then be 
prompted about whether you want to allow macros when opening the spreadsheet file. 
The Visual Basic® editor can be opened in Excel® by pressing Alt + F11. In Microsoft 
Office® Excel® versions 2007 and 2010, the editor can be reached via the developer tab in 
the “ribbon”.  
First, the TreeAge Pro Suite add-on in Excel® needs to be enabled. This adds TreeAge 
objects that can then accessed by Excel®. Click on Tools > References and make sure that the 
reference “TreeAge Pro 2009.0.0 Type Library” is enabled (please see Figure 2). 
 

 

Fig. 2. References in the Visual Basic® Editor 

In the tree view on the left, click then on “Module1” (under VBAProject (filename) > 
Modules) if it is not already opened in the editor. 

3. Automating deterministic one-way sensitivity analysis in Markov Models requiring 
first-order Monte Carlo simulations 
Next we tackle the generic script that was constructed which enables the performance of 
automated deterministic one-way sensitivity analyses in Excel employing microsimulation 
models. 
We use object-oriented programming to access the TreeAgeProLib objects of the TreeAge 
Pro Excel® add-in to perform a specified number of first-order Monte Carlo simulations in 
Excel®. 
The code in Visual Basic® is given below in the next subsection 3.1. In the subsequent 
section 4 we will then discuss an easy way to access the script. 

3.1 Visual Basic® code 
The goal of the script is to run a file in TreeAge repeatedly while varying one parameter 
during each run, and subsequently output the results. 
More specifically, the coding objectives are to  
1. open the tree;  
2. loop for the purposes of running model for each value that the sensitivity analysis 

requires;  
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3. repeatedly manipulate variable in root;  
4. repeatedly run the Monte Carlo simulation; and 
5. output effectiveness, costs, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio in Excel®. 
We will use the following TreeAgeProLib object: 

• ApplicationObj, used to open the tree 

• TreeObj, to access the tree 

• NodeObj, to navigate to the route and change the parameter of interest 

• MonteParams, to set up the Monte Carlo simulation 

• MonteOutput, to access the results of the Monte Carlo simulation 

• BasicStats, to access the costs and effectiveness resulkts 
Given below is a sample code that needs to be put into the Visual Basic® for Excel® editor. 
Please note that every line that starts with an apostrophe (') and in the colour green is just a 
comment line and not necessary for the program. 
Please also note that terms in italics need to be replaced with either the name of the 
appropriate worksheet or the appropriate cell number for the input parameters. 
 

 
Sub one_way_w_two_strategies() 
'the locations and name of our model; "" means that the currently opened tree is being used 
Const pkgname = "" 
'number of microsimulations 
Dim runs As Double 
'start row and current row 
Dim srow As Integer 
Dim currow As Double 
'variable of interest 
Dim var As String 
'startvalue, number and value of interval (between the values) 
Dim nInter As Integer 
Dim vInter As Double 
Dim sval As Double 
'seeding 
Dim seedN As Long 
Dim seedB As Integer 
'declaration of variables for use within the loop 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim cur As Double 
Dim cur_string As String 
Dim root As NodeObj 
Dim mcParams As New MonteParams 
Dim mcOutput As MonteOutput 
Dim cstats_nt As BasicStats 
Dim cstats_t As BasicStats 
Dim estats_nt As BasicStats 
Dim estats_t As BasicStats 
Dim err2 As Long 
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Dim icer As Double 
Dim c_nt As Double 
Dim c_t As Double 
Dim e_nt As Double 
Dim e_t As Double 
Dim c_i As Double 
Dim e_i As Double 
Dim curcolumn As Integer 
Const save = 0 
'first a message 

 Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
 ' turns off screen updating 
 Application.DisplayStatusBar = True 
 ' makes sure that the statusbar is visible 
 Application.StatusBar = "Please wait while the tree is being opened..." 

'definition of number of microsimulations 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet ").Select 
Range("appropriate cell for number of runs").Select 
runs = ActiveCell.Value 
'definition of start row 
srow = 20 
currow = srow 
'definition of variable of interest 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet ").Select 
Range("name of worksheet for variable of interest").Select 
var = ActiveCell.Value 
'seeding 
Range("name of worksheet for seed number").Select 
seedN = ActiveCell.Value 
Range("name of worksheet for seed behavior").Select 
seedB = ActiveCell.Value 
'the following code lines serve the purpose to read the start value, number of intervals and 
value of intervals from the spreadsheet; if not the spreadsheet from the website is being 
used, the cell values might have to be adjusted 
Range("name of worksheet for starting value").Select 
sval = ActiveCell.Value 
Range("name of worksheet for number of intervals").Select 
nInter = ActiveCell.Value 
Range("name of worksheet for the value of each interval").Select 
vInter = ActiveCell.Value 
'start of the loop 
For i = 1 To nInter 

'definition of the current value of the variable of interest; determined by the loop 
number (i) 
cur = sval + ((i - 1) * vInter) 
cur_string = Str$(cur) 
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'initiation of application and tree 
Dim appObj As TreeAgeProLib.ApplicationObj 
Dim tree As TreeAgeProLib.TreeObj 
Set appObj = New TreeAgeProLib.ApplicationObj 
Set tree = appObj.getTreeObj(pkgname, "") 
Application.Wait Now + TimeValue("00:00:01") 
Application.StatusBar = "The tree is opened. Now the MC simulation will be run..." 
'manipulation the root and setting the variable of interest to the current value 
Dim ok As Long 
ok = tree.setVariableValue(defined_at_root, var, cur_string) 
' monte carlo microsimlation/trials (1st order monte carlo simulation) and threads 
mcParams.trials = runs 
mcParams.sampleType = 0 
mcParams.seedValue = seedN 
mcParams.seedBehavior = seedB 
Application.StatusBar = False 
Set mcOutput = tree.MonteCarlo(mcParams) 
While mcOutput.TimeElapsed = 0 
 Application.Wait Now + TimeValue("00:00:02") 
Wend 

'check 
If mcOutput.valid = 0 Then 

MsgBox ("McOutput invalid") 
Exit Sub 
End If  
' costs and effiency by strategy 
Set cstats_nt = mcOutput.GetStatsByStrategy(ce_cost, 1, 0.1) 
Set estats_nt = mcOutput.GetStatsByStrategy(ce_eff, 1, 0.1) 
Set cstats_t = mcOutput.GetStatsByStrategy(ce_cost, 2, 0.1) 
Set estats_t = mcOutput.GetStatsByStrategy(ce_eff, 2, 0.1) 
'calculate icer and output 
c_nt = cstats_nt.mean 
c_t = cstats_t.mean 
e_nt = estats_nt.mean 
e_t = estats_t.mean 
c_i = c_t - c_nt 
e_i = e_t - e_nt 
If e_i <> 0 Then icer = c_i / e_i Else icer = 0 
If icer < 0 Then icer = 0 

'definition of the current row 
currow = srow + (i - 1) 
'output 
curcolumn = 1 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet ").Cells(currow, curcolumn).Value = cur 
curcolumn = curcolumn + 1 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet ").Cells(currow, curcolumn).Value = icer 
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curcolumn = curcolumn + 1 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet ").Cells(currow, curcolumn).Value = c_i 
curcolumn = curcolumn + 1 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet ").Cells(currow, curcolumn).Value = e_i 
curcolumn = curcolumn + 1 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet ").Cells(currow, curcolumn).Value = c_nt 
curcolumn = curcolumn + 1 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet ").Cells(currow, curcolumn).Value = c_t 
curcolumn = curcolumn + 1 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet ").Cells(currow, curcolumn).Value = e_nt 
curcolumn = curcolumn + 1 
ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("name of worksheet").Cells(currow, curcolumn).Value = e_t 

'reset of all variables 
Set mcOutput = Nothing 
Set tkt = Nothing 
Set tree = Nothing 
Set root = Nothing 
Set mcParams = Nothing 
Set mcOutput = Nothing 
Set cstats_nt = Nothing 
Set cstats_t = Nothing 
Set estats_nt = Nothing 
Set estats_t = Nothing 
 err2 = 0 
'closure of the Monte Carlo simulation window 
 appObj.topDocClose (0) 

Next 
End Sub 
 

3.2 Excel® spreadsheet 
In addition to the script, a spreadsheet was constructed in Excel® (please see Figure 3). The 
workbook allows one to make use of the script without programming knowledge. 
The script and spreadsheet (as well as the script that comes with it) is generic for all TreeAge 
decision trees with two strategies and Markov nodes  
The spreadsheet, which includes the script as a macro, acan be downloaded from the 
author’s website www.hcval.com. 

4. Automating cost-effectiveness sensitivity curves in Markov Models 
requiring second-order Monte Carlo simulations 

Analogous to the previous section, let us explore if there are applications that make it 
worthwhile to also automate second-order Monte Carlo simulations and how they can be 
realized. 
One possible application is expected value of partially perfect information analysis, which 
requires either two stacks of second-order Monte Carlo simulations, or even, if first-order 
Monte Carlo simulation is required to derived expected values, three levels of analysis. 
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Fig. 3. Generic Excel® spreadhseet 

However, both are natively supported in TreeAge Pro and these features generally perform 
well. 
Another possible application are cost-effectiveness sensitivity curves (O’Day et al., 2010). 
Cost-effectiveness sensitivity curves are a combination of one-way sensitivity analysis and 
probabilistic sensitivity analysis. For each curve, one willingness-to-pay level needs to be 
specified, let us say by convention $50,000/QALY and $100,000/QALY. One parameter of 
interest is varied and, for example, plotted on the x-axis. For each value that this parameter 
can take in the range specified on the x-axis, a separate second-order Monte Carlo 
simulation has to be run. In this type of analysis, we plot the proportion or percentage of 
runs that were at or below the specified willingness to pay threshold on the y-axis. 
It would be desirable to run these kinds of analyses either in normal deterministic Markov 
models or in those requiring First-order Monte Carlo simulations (because tracker variables 
are used). Unfortunately, the methods to extract the necessary values from second-order 
Monte Carlo simulations are currently not specified for the object in question, MonteOutput. 
Hopefully, in the future this will be supported by TreeAge Pro. 

5. Example 

Consider a simple example: a Markov model with two states, alive and dead, that 
nevertheless represents a chronic diseases that has a higher probability of recurrence and a 
worse quality of life (morbidity) as well as a higher risk of death (mortality) with each 
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recurrence. Additionally, the treatment gets more and more expensive as the disease 
progresses. 
Please see Figures 4 through 6 for representations of the model. 
 

M

M

standard

new Clone

alive

dead

survive

die

stay well

recurrence
{T} dis=dis+1

alive

dead

alive

 

Fig. 4. Illustrative Markov Model requiring a tracker variable (bubble diagram and decision 
tree with Markov states) 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Illustrative Markov Model requiring a tracker variable (screenshot) 
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Although this is such a minimalistic model, it is possible to add complexity by other means: 
e.g., a third state, recurrence, could be modelled within the alive state when a tracker 
variable, let us call it {Disease}, assumes a certain value. Every time a patient gets a 
recurrence, the value of the tracker variable goes up by one. The tracker variable then in 
turn influences the transition probability of the recurrence, the transition probability to 
death (mortality), costs (severer disease might be more expensive), and utility (multiple 
recurrences might be associated with lower health-related quality of life). Please see Table 1 
for the actual variable definitions in this example. 

 
Parameter Strategy 1 

- standard - 
Strategy 2 
- new - 

Costs Disease*50 100+Disease*50 

Utilities 1-(Disease*0.05) 

Recurrence Disease+1 
25 

RR*(Disease+1) 
25 

Mortality Disease 
100 

Table 1. Input parameters for the example 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Resulting deterministic sensitivity analysis from the example in Excel® 
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In this example, we chose to perform a deterministic one-way sensitivity analysis on rr2, i.e., 
we vary the relative risk that describes how a new treatment (strategy 2) influences the risk 
of recurrence. Since we are using a tracker variable, we need to perform first-order Monte 
Carlo simulations for the entire range of values that we chose to analyze.  
A screenshot of the results in Excel® is provided in Figure 6. As can be seen, the lines are 
not smooth or (in case of a linear function) straight. This is the result of the model relying on 
first-order Monte Carlo simulations. However, with increasing sample size, the smoothness 
of the lines should approach the level of deterministic analysis. 

6. Other applications 

A relatively new analysis type, cost-effectiveness sensitivity curves, requires repeated runs 
of second-order Monte Carlo simulations (O’Day et al., 2010). This is neither natively 
supported by TreeAge Pro, nor – as explained above – can this analysis type be run via an 
automated script from Excel®/Visual Basic®. 
Other, potentially interesting applications are automated sensitivity analysis of cohort 
models, automated deterministic two- or multi-way-sensitivity analyses of models 
depending on first-order Monte Carlo simulations, automated model calibration, and 
automated second-order Monte Carlo simulations such as expected value of partial 
information analyses with varying sets of constant variables. 
The online documentation is available at: 
http://server.treeage.com/ObjDocs/TP/TOC/ref.php3 and includes descriptions of all 
objects and their properties and methods as well as code samples. 
Please check the website www.hcval.com for updates. 

7. Conclusions 

Linking TreeAge Pro and Microsoft Excel® via Microsoft Visual Basic® allows the 
automatic performance of multiple deterministic sensitivity analysis in first-order-Monte 
Carlo simulations. 
The automatic deterministic sensitivity analysis in models requiring first-order-Monte Carlo 
simulations can be run conveniently via Excel® spreadsheets, with no programming 
knowledge necessary. A sample worksheet in Excel® for all TreeAge decision trees with two 
strategies and Markov nodes allows for use of the script without programming knowledge 
and can be downloaded from the website www.hcval.com. 
However, it is currently impossible to automate second-order Monte Carlo simulations in 
any meaningful ways. An example where this would be helpful is the automatic calculation 
of cost-effectiveness sensitivity curves based on multiple probabilistic sensitivity analyses 
based on second-order Monte Carlo simulations (O’Day et al., 2010).  
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